In December 1997 the US comedy showcase Saturday Night Live featured a fictional commercial introducing a new board game for girls. As the skit begins, a young girl is playing chess with her brother. As the boy makes a winning move, the girl announces that she finds the game "stupid," and another dissatisfied girl chimes in, "Chess is a boys' game." As an offscreen female announcer declares, "Not anymore!" the siblings' chessboard is magically reconfigured as "Chess for Girls": a pink and purple wonderland of girl play, replete with ponies, bubbles, and Barbie-like playing pieces with long, combable hair and fashionable outfits. While the boy scowls, the girls are ecstatic: "We're playing chess!"
The appearance of this mockummercial in the late 1990s was timely because it appeared just as the feminization of boyoriented products for girl consumers was on the rise in the US. Indeed, as Justine Cassell and Henry Jenkins note in their introduction to From Barbie to Mortal Kombat: Gender and Computer Games, the fictitious "Chess for Girls" board game bares a striking resemblance to the video games that were being designed for and marketed to female youth during that period, including Mattel's Barbie Fashion Designer. 1 Companies making these "girl games" rationalized their designers' use of stereotypically feminine aesthetics, such as the color pink, and themes, such as shopping, as the best way to provide girls with software that was both nonthreatening and pleasurable and also, in turn, as the best way to increase their interest in gaming, an activity associated primarily with boys at that time. As Brenda Laurel, founder of Purple Moon, recalls, "I agreed that whatever solution the research suggested, I'd go along with. Even if it meant shipping products in pink boxes." 2 Although there is little doubt that "girl-friendly" design and marketing strategies were implemented by software companies to increase profits and expand their market, many of the women working on these games advocated a loftier goal: they hoped that the feminizing of gaming software would encourage girls to see computing as an important skill and computer technology as a valuable tool. As Nancie S. Martin of Mattel argued at the time, "I have this sort of mission, if you will, that I want all those girls who are now six and seven, when they're twenty-six and forty-six, to still be using computers as a tool." 3 At the same time, other women working in the video game industry objected to how companies creating "pink software" for girls were letting market research set the path of design. For example, Heidi Dangelmaier, a game designer and early advocate of such software, eventually became highly critical of these companies' common approach: "I'm just so fucking tired of all this sterile righteous stereotypical girl stuff. . . . What all these new girl products should have done was open up different ways the interactive medium can integrate into our free time and our social time, and instead what's being produced is really cheesy and petty. What needs to happen is for girls' games to get out of the realm of gender and into the realm of design." 4 Many other game designers, scholars, and activists concurred with Dangelmaier and, like her, went public with their criticisms of girl games during the late 1990s. In addition to providing a good summary of these critics' concerns, Heather Gilmour points to the larger stakes involved in creating feminized products for girls:
In short, the gendered binary of assumed preferences in software says more about the ideologies and assumptions of researchers and developers who speculate on the topic than about any essential differences between the sexes, yet these speculations are recirculated back to consumers through advertising and popular journalism, encouraging kids to choose those products that are supposedly appropriate for their gender. . . .
. . . given the available software, girls have little choice but to learn to negotiate texts that are constructed along highly traditional lines of gender. Even the newest software designed by women for girls hails them as future subjects in this essentialist system. 5 Few critics of girl games have articulated their perspective in explicitly Foucauldian terms -that is, by discussing how the micropolitics of product design relate to the macrodynamics of power/ knowledge, especially governmentality and disciplinary technologies, which facilitate individuals' self-regulation in societies without centralized systems of control (a topic explored in more detail in this article). 6 Yet it is clear that most of these critics are concerned that girls' interactions with feminized gaming software will contribute to their investments in the gender policing required for the maintenance of our current social order, particularly patriarchy and heteronormativity. As Cassell and Jenkins note, " [Girl] games allow girls to feel comfortable in their girlhood. Those games fit comfortably into what a girl believes (consciously or unconsciously) is expected of her in order to merit the label 'girl.' " 7 Despite several software companies' responses to such criticism via their increased development of gender-neutral video games over the past decade, most current manufacturers of goods for children and youth still rely on the gender design strategies satirized in "Chess for Girls" and actualized in girl games. Anyone who has visited an American toy store recently knows this: girls' goods are in the pink aisle. To many feminists, the continued feminization of products for girls -including those goods long marketed to boys -seems horribly retrograde, since it helps reproduce the belief that femininity is the only or most appropriate gender option for female youth. After all, it has been a half century since Lionel, the model train manufacturer, introduced the pink Lady Lionel for girl railroaders. Shouldn't we be doing better by now? Don't today's girls deserve more options? As Susan M. Shaw, Douglas A. Kleiber, and Linda L. Caldwell argue in their study of gender and adolescent leisure, "Since girls live in a male-dominated world, it may be important for them to challenge traditional 'feminine' roles through participation in nontraditional activities. Indeed, this would seem to be consistent with the notion of identity development being enhanced through challenging activities and through the exploration of alternative ideas and alternative identities." 8 Although I concur with this perspective, I also think that it is time again to reconsider both the "pinking up" of girls' goods and the common feminist response of dismissing such products. To liberate females from their subordinated social position, liberal feminists have long encouraged girls and women to engage with those traits, activities, and roles historically associated with men. Yet many feminists today -some of whom self-identify as "third wave" -have embraced femininity as a positive gender identity that should be valued as much as masculinity. 9 Continuing the legacy of 1970s' cultural feminism yet reconfiguring that ideology for a new era, these feminists argue for a broader spectrum of gender options for men and women, boys and girls -one that includes those roles, traits, and activities traditionally associated with females and long devalued within patriarchal societies.
This perspective has been promoted within feminist media and cultural studies for some time. In fact, the field was built in part by researchers demanding that more attention be paid to the cultural texts targeted to and consumed by women: soap operas, romance novels, women's films, and fashion magazines. Yet within the new field of girls' studies, many researchers have been highly critical of the culture industries' feminized products for female youth primarily because of assumptions about girls' inabilities to read critically or oppositionally. Ellen Seiter cautions against dismissing such artifacts outright, however, noting that we might miss seeing their potentially progressive attributes and effects: "Something was gained and lost when marketers and video producers began exploiting little girls as a separate market. Little girls found themselves in a ghettoized culture that no self-respecting Downloaded from https://read.dukeupress.edu/camera-obscura/article-pdf/25/2 (74)/1/401129/CO74_01Kearney.pdf by guest on 31 December 2018 boy would take an interest in; but for once girls were not required to cross over, to take on an ambiguous identification with a group of male characters." 10 While Seiter's apparent nonallowance for children's cross-gender identifications is troubling, she is polemical and provocative when arguing that scholars must resist the traditional trivialization of girls' media products. Just as challenging is her encouragement for scholars to consider carefully the options that girls have for gender performance in contemporary consumer culture. As she argues, girls' choices for feminized products are made not necessarily "out of identification with an insipid and powerless femininity but out of identification with the limited sources of power and fantasy that are available in the commercial culture of femininity" (171).
My study explores a more recent group of "pinkified" consumer goods: mediamaking gear for girls. Although a wide range of consumer electronics have been produced in recent years to facilitate girls' media production, including computers and still cameras, this analysis focuses on Daisy Rock Girl Guitars and Mattel's Barbie Wireless Video Camcorder as two early examples of this trend. I am interested in analyzing products in this unique category because I believe strongly that more girls should become knowledgeable about and skilled in media production, a cultural activity that continues to be overwhelmingly male dominated. Whether it involves writing, taking pictures, playing an instrument, or shooting a movie, making media offers female youth the opportunity not only to express themselves, document their lives, and explore their creativity but also to experiment with identity and to participate in the public sphere, particularly by putting forward their own stories and images of girlhood. Moreover, because media production typically involves technical skill, collaborative effort, and financial management, it helps girls learn other important life skills as well. That said, girls' engagement in such practices continues to be fairly minimal worldwide, despite significant increases in developed countries since the early 1990s. Thus the Barbie camcorder and Daisy Rock guitars offer rich sites for exploring the particular challenges designers, manufacturers, and marketers face in attracting female youth to mediamaking.
My questions about mediamaking gear for girls are many, but I am especially interested to know what the design and marketing discourse of such products tell us about the interests, skills, and forms of knowledge that designers hope to engage and develop in female youth. In turn, and perhaps more important, I am curious how designers' assumptions about girlhood establish scripts for and thus potentially impact girls' uses of these products, not to mention the cultural artifacts they create as a result of that engagement. Grounding my analysis of the design and marketing of the Barbie camcorder and Daisy Rock guitars is Ellen van Oost's theory of "gender scripts" -that is, the discourses of gender that designers encode into consumer goods based on their assumptions about those products' primary users. As van Oost argues, "such artifacts are not neutral objects that only acquire a gendered connotation in advertising or in use; to a certain extent they 'guide' the process of giving meaning. . . . Gender scripts do not force users to construct specific gender identities, but scripts surely act invitingly and/or inhibitingly." 11 While van Oost's theory helps us understand better how design features are inscribed with discourses of gender, I believe that we need to go further and connect such discourses to the larger systems of power operating in our society today, particularly if we want to consider fully the possible consequences that product design has in human lives. In an attempt to push van Oost's ideas further, I employ Michel Foucault's theories of governmentality and disciplinary technologies in order to understand how Mattel's and Daisy Rock's gendered design scripts for girls' mediamaking gear relate to the mechanics of self-control traditionally used to normalize and regulate young female bodies. As Foucault argues, disciplinary technologies encourage individual self-governing for a society that organizes and maintains itself through our complicity in systems of normalization and regulation. Such governmental practices have developed especially in secular, neoliberal, postindustrial societies, such as the contemporary US, where power is diffuse rather than solely centralized in large social institutions, like the family, church, and state. Foucault's theories are especially useful, then, for connecting the micropolitics of everyday life, such as product design and marketing, to the macro levels of social control, such as patriarchy and heteronormativity.
By taking up this study, I hope not only to build on feminist technology research conducted in sociology, education, anthropology, and computer science but also to inspire further discussion about gender, technology, and power among media and cultural studies scholars. Very few researchers have analyzed the gendered design of filmmaking technology, which seems quite odd given that the most famous concept in feminist film studies is Laura Mulvey's theory of the "male gaze," a gendered form of cinematic viewing that necessarily involves the movie camera. 12 Even Teresa de Lauretis's provocatively titled Technologies of Gender: Essays on Theory, Film, and Fiction did not inspire feminist film scholars' analyses of gender and filmmaking equipment. 13 In Girls Make Media, I examined the gendering of moviemaking technology in relation to the sociocultural development of film production as a masculine and male-dominated practice. 14 My study here of the Barbie camcorder has grown out of that analysis and is meant to expand it further. Fortunately, because the electric guitar has become a strongly gendered instrument as a result of its phallic deployment by numerous male rockers over the past half century, several popular music scholars have recently explored that phenomenon and its various effects on female performers. My analysis of Daisy Rock Girl Guitars is particularly indebted to Mavis Bayton's and Steve Waksman's studies of gender and the electric guitar. 15 Previous studies of gender and technology design provide useful frameworks for analyzing the aesthetic, functional, and promotional features of mediamaking gear for girls. Yet they do not help much in making sense of companies' decisions to begin manufacturing such technology for girls. Therefore to understand the introduction of Mattel's Barbie camcorder and Daisy Rock guitars, I explore their development in relation to the rise of girl videomakers and rock performers in the US, as well as the larger matrixes of power in which such technologies, their designers, and their users are differently situated.
Girls Don't Make Media . . . Do They?
Before considering the particular design strategies of the Barbie camcorder and Daisy Rock guitars, it is important to stress how recent the phenomenon of girls' electronic mediamaking equipment is. Introduced by Kodak in 1930, mechanical Girl Scout cameras were the only type of productive media technology created specifically for female youth before Daisy Rock's electric guitars went on the market in 2000. 16 The late date of this development is somewhat surprising, since numerous other forms of electronic media-related hardware, including radios, phonographs, and telephones, have been created for female youth since the rise of commercial girls' culture in the 1940s. 17 Yet a closer consideration of what types of media technology have been manufactured for female youth, and which activities such products facilitate, points us to the main reason for the relative dearth of mediamaking gear for girls before the twenty-first century: until recently, the dominant assumption about girls' relationship to media production was that there was none. Girls do not make media; they consume it. 18 Most folks still believe this, including most girls. As a result, few manufacturers of children's goods have felt the need to create mediamaking equipment for female youth.
Since media production necessarily involves the use of particular technologies, such as cameras, computers, and musical instruments, it is necessary to consider how discourses of technology connect with those of gender in order to understand why this belief of girls' nonengagement with mediamaking persists. As Cynthia Cockburn argues, "Technology enters into our gender identity." Thus children have long been socialized to believe that "femininity is incompatible with technological competence" and that "to feel technically competent is to feel manly." 19 Such beliefs have had a direct impact on youth education and activity for at least two centuries. While boys are encouraged to tinker with all sorts of mechanical and electrical gadgets, girls (particularly those who are urban and wealthy) have been taught to ignore or fear technology, unless it is associated with cooking, cleaning, communicating, or beautifying themselves and their surroundings. Barbara Hudson helps us understand this dynamic through the lens of developmen-tal discourse, noting that girls are socialized to see femininity as their "master discourse" and thus have been encouraged to avoid roles, practices, and personality traits that might compromise their attempts to achieve that gender identity. 20 Given the many social institutions that have contributed to these gender norms, it is not surprising that they have emerged repeatedly in marketing research with female youth and have therefore been utilized in adults' design (and purchase) of girls' consumer products, especially toys and other leisure goods. 21 Currently, the vast number of girls actively engaging with computers and the Internet has significantly troubled traditional notions about gender and technology; 22 however, such ideas remain dominant today in other areas of society, particularly those where men have long been the primary players. Indeed, despite women's increased involvement in technology-dependent forms of paid labor since the 1970s, many adults still believe that handling electrical and mechanical technology is men's work. This belief is particularly strong in relation to the media industries, which, as recent research by several feminist scholars demonstrates, continue to be dominated by men, especially in those jobs that require the use of sophisticated electrical and mechanical technology, such as cinematographer and recording engineer. 23 It is no surprise, therefore, that mediamaking gear -not to mention the magazines, stores, and schools in which such technology is promoted, sold, and taught -continues to be created primarily by men and for men.
Operating simultaneously alongside assumptions about girls' technophobia and the consumerist orientation of girls' culture, the patriarchy of media production and the male orientation of media technology go a long way in explaining why designers of mediamaking gear for girls feel that it is necessary to "sugarcoat the pill" to make such technology unthreatening and pleasurable for female youth. Nevertheless, these various explanations do not help us in understanding the specific strategies used in the design of individual products meant to facilitate girls' media production or the possible consequences of such strategies for the girls who use such products. To make sense of those issues, it is necessary to take a closer look at some of this gear. Licensed to and manufactured by KIDdesigns, Mattel's Barbie camcorder can be understood as a commercial response to the growing number of American children making movies in the early twenty-first century, a phenomenon that was facilitated by the broad diffusion of inexpensive and user-friendly Video Home System (VHS) technology, as well as by the rise of media production curricula in schools during the 1980s and 1990s. Girls were not exempt from this development. In addition to public school programs, community-based media education workshops with a production component sprang up across the US in the 1990s, in part because of state and federal governments' increased attention to the "media divide" that had been separating middle-class and working-class youth. Motivated by their own difficult experiences in learning and participating in film production, a practice historically dominated by men, several women launched girls-only filmmaking programs during this period, including Girls Film School in Santa Fe, New Mexico, and Reel Grrls in Seattle, Washington. Providing female youth with women mentors and a supportive environment, these programs are designed to inspire girls' engagement with filmmaking practices.
Until the introduction of small digital video cameras in the early 2000s, chief among the concerns of instructors at filmmaking programs for female youth was girls' potential anxiety over using filmmaking equipment. As I have discussed elsewhere, movie cameras have long been gendered masculine as a result of their mechanical and electrical nature, as well as their size and weight. 24 The masculinization of the film camera has developed also as a result of men's dominant use of such technology in com-mercial, independent, and amateur film production. Employing Waksman's theory of the "technophallus" as a form of technology that compensates for the limitations of the human body while also extending its power, we can understand better how movie cameras have contributed to the power of their male users. 25 As Judith Butler argues in Bodies That Matter, "To the extent that the camera figures tacitly as the instrument of transubstantiation, it assumes the place of the phallus, as that which controls the field of signification. The camera thus trades on the masculine privilege of the disembodied gaze, the gaze that has the power to produce bodies, but which is itself no body." 26 Nevertheless, the movie camera as an instrument of male power has been somewhat subverted since the 1970s as a result of women's and girls' increased involvement as cinematographers. Thus we do well to consider how the camera as technophallus is not inherently male-specific and therefore can similarly increase the power of female users, a project suggested by Butler when she theorizes detaching the phallus from its heteronormative, anatomical origins and insisting on it as a "transferable and plastic property."
Although many young people involved in videomaking use cameras designed for adult amateurs, several manufacturers have both contributed to and capitalized on the rise in youth filmmaking by introducing video equipment made specifically for them. The first such camera was Mattel/Fisher-Price's Pixelvision PXL2000, which used audiocassettes, rather than VHS tapes, as its recording medium. Introduced in 1987 and originally retailing for about $100, the Fisher-Price camcorder was considerably smaller and lighter than video cameras produced for adult amateurs at that time. Though the images of white teenage boys used in its packaging suggest that this product was marketed primarily to members of that demographic (the Pixelvision camera's packaging features images of white teenage boys using the camera and playing in a rock band), Fisher-Price's Pixelvision camera became especially popular among adult experimental filmmakers in the 1990s after teenager Sadie Benning was celebrated by art critics and film scholars for the unique personal videos she made in her bedroom with this technology. 27 Unfortunately, Benning's work did not inspire as many girls to become filmmakers, perhaps because her videos were screened primarily in museums and on college campuses.
The next camcorder produced specifically for children was the Steven Spielberg MovieMaker Set, introduced in 2000. Part of LEGO Studios' line, the set originally retailed for $180 and was marketed to eight-to sixteen-year-old upper-middle-class youth. Unlike the Pixelvision camera, which was marketed to boys but has aesthetic and functional design features that are somewhat gender neutral, the Spielberg MovieMaker Set and its various components were created by designers who clearly thought that male youth would be their primary users. (This is not surprising, since LEGO has long marketed its building-block toys to male youth, whom many assume are more interested than girls in tinkering and assembly.) 28 For example, the name of the Spielberg MovieMaker Set references a famous male film director. In turn, the set's design and packaging privilege dark and primary colors, while also featuring jeeps, dinosaurs, and male figures wearing hard hats (iconography from Spielberg's Jurassic Park movies). Thus much like the discourse one is exposed to in a camera store, a film school, or a cinematography magazine, the Spielberg MovieMaker Set constructs film production as a man's job.
The primary stylistic features of the Barbie camcorder suggest that its designers felt it was necessary to feminize filmmaking technology for girls to find it attractive and nonthreatening. 29 This was not difficult, however, since Mattel had already developed extremely effective gender scripts for girl consumers via its numerous Barbie products. Thus the Barbie camcorder incorporates several superficial aesthetic features stereotypically associated with young girlhood, especially the use of the color pink (whose dominance in girls' mediamaking gear is analyzed later in this essay). In addition, the camera is adorned with both the Barbie logo and an image of the famous doll, other ubiquitous signifiers of young girlhood -or, more specifically, white, Western, bourgeois girlhood, as Ann duCille has demonstrated. 30 While the aesthetic stylization of the Barbie camcorder clearly codes it as a form of technology made specifically for girls, not boys, a feminist analysis of technology design should never end with superficialities such as color and imagery. We need to look more closely and consider how gender is inscribed in structural design features and thus potential use. Not surprisingly, the Barbie camcorder's functional features have also been designed via stereotypical ideas about young girls.
Each Barbie Video Camcorder set contains several components, including a video camera, a camera base, a tripod, a remote control, a pretend microphone, and a blank VHS tape. While none of these parts are too big or heavy for young girls to carry and manipulate, the overall structural design of the set poses problems for girls' use, since it seems to be based on that for inexpensive surveillance technology. Via a built-in transmitter, the wireless video camera sends a signal to the camera base. Yet the base functions only when connected to a TV (which plays live sound and images) or a videocassette recorder (VCR) (which records the camera's transmissions). In other words, this is not the type of video technology owned by most families, schools, or community-based organizations in the US, which means that most girls probably have a difficult time learning how to use it, and parents are the more likely operators of it. 31 After all, even if parents want their daughters to learn videomaking, few are willing to entrust their six-year-olds with the wiring of the family audiovisual equipment. Mattel must think so also, since the camera's eight-page instructional guide explicitly states, "Adult needed to connect camera base to TV or VCR." 32 Nevertheless, even with adult help, the images produced by the Barbie camcorder are of poor quality, the result of low-grade technology designed by those with stereotypical assumptions about girls' aesthetic values and filmmaking experiences.
Moreover, since the wireless video camera, which has a fairly limited transmission range, must be situated close to the base station, which in turn must be plugged into a TV or VCR, it would be fairly difficult to use the Barbie camcorder outside. While this convoluted design seems somewhat bizarre, especially for a product that is supposed to be "kid friendly," we might connect this camera's incompatibility with outdoor play to common beliefs about girls' leisure activities and spatial orientation. As Angela McRobbie and Jenny Garber argue, parents have long socialized girls to see their homes as their primary site of leisure, because such domestication keeps them safely away from the various dangers of the outside world and prepares them for their future roles as mothers and homemakers. 33 The indoors-oriented design of the Barbie camcorder set reinforces these traditional beliefs and practices.
Interestingly, Mattel's promise to ensure young girls' domestic orientation through their play with the Barbie camcorder is communicated not only through the product's functional design but also in its marketing. Despite being billed as a "wireless camcorder," this apparatus's promotional photographs feature an umbilical-like white electrical cord, subtly suggesting to parents that this piece of technology will not let their daughters wander too far. When used as intended, therefore, the Barbie camcorder operates much as landline telephones once did, facilitating girls' temporary transgression of their domestic roles and responsibilities while still firmly containing their bodies within the family home, safe under the watchful gaze of concerned parents. 34 Indeed, given the spatial limitations placed on users of this wired technology, the primary images transmitted and recorded are likely those of girls inside their own or their friends' homes, images that further anchor them to the domestic sphere.
The gendered -and generational -assumptions about users that went into the functional and marketing design of the Barbie camcorder are certainly matters of concern. Yet it is the gender scripts used in the creation of this product's packaging that I find most troubling, particularly since it contains the only visual guides for using the camcorder. As suggested by the models who appear in the photographs on the camera's box, Mattel encourages girls to use this technology to play at pop star or fashion model but, strangely, not cinematographer. In other words, Mattel suggests through such photographs that girls' primary place in filmmaking culture is in front of the camera, not behind it. This privileging of girls' performative practices is not necessarily problematic. After all, such activities might facilitate girls' increased assertiveness and confidence in public. Yet females are given few opportunities in culture to do anything other than to be on display. As John Berger argues, in patriarchal societies such as ours, "men act and women appear." 35 Hence despite Mattel's supposed objective of increasing girls' involvement in media production through the Barbie camcorder, its packaging ultimately encourages female youth to see their primary role in media culture as spectacles for the camera's gaze, thus replicating for a new generation the gendered division of filmmaking that Mulvey and Claire Johnston brought to our attention in the early 1970s. 36 Yet the problem with the patriarchal politics of the gaze is not simply that men look and women are to-be-looked-at, to use Mulvey's awkward wording. Rather, girls are encouraged from a very young age to internalize the male gaze so as to adorn and comport their bodies in ways that boys and men find attractive. As Berger notes, "From earliest childhood, [the girl] has been taught and persuaded to survey herself continually." 37 To make sense of the power dynamics at stake here, we might connect Berger's comments with Foucault's theory of the panoptic gaze, a form of self-surveillance and thus self-regulation that functions to bring about order and stability for a society whose mechanisms for governmental control are no longer centralized. 38 More specifically, girls' internalization of the male gaze ensures not only their selfdiscipline and normalization within heteronormative patriarchy but also their engagement with the consumer market, since selfsurveillance commonly reveals imperfections, which marketers promise to fix through ever-improved commodities. Given the long history of girls' socialized internalization of this disciplinary gaze, the fact that the Barbie camcorder's design is based on that of surveillance cameras is unsettling, to say the least.
With Foucault's theory of the disciplinary mechanics of governmentality in mind, we might consider more carefully how the scripts used in the aesthetic, functional, and marketing designs of the Barbie camcorder operate in such a way that both attracts girls to this technology and potentially limits the progressive consequences of their engagement with it. More specifically, despite enticing female youth to the male-dominated activity of filmmaking by promising pleasure and empowerment, Mattel ultimately facilitates users' performative spectacularity and domestic orientation, thus encouraging female youth to discipline and comport themselves according to the macro logics of heteronormative patriarchy long used to contain girls and women. Though paradoxical, as Rosalind Gill and other scholars have noted, such are the complex contradictions of postfeminist commercial discourse, wherein marketers promise female access to male-controlled power structures without compromising traditional feminine behavior and appearance. 39 In other words, such discourse turns the feminist and queer goal of subverting the sex/gender system into the superhuman task of "having it all" when it comes to gender, a project only a rare few are able to pull off successfully.
Important to consider, however, is the possibility that some girls have resisted mimicking either Mattel's suggested or its designers' inscribed uses of the Barbie camcorder by employing it to suit their own needs and desires. As the work of scholars like Dick Hebdige and Henry Jenkins has made clear, users have long made creative appropriations and reconfigurations of consumer goods that go against and, in many cases, subvert the uses intended by their designers. 40 In fact, girls (and boys) of all ages have found multiple ways to resist the heteronormative femininity inscribed into Barbie dolls. 41 So perhaps the same is possible for girls who use the Barbie camcorder. After all, Benning used her Pixelvision camera to document her young lesbian identity and to critically comment on US society, a project likely not expected by FisherPrice's designers.
Unfortunately, Mattel decreased the possibility of girls using the Barbie camcorder in unintended and potentially progressive ways, for the company discontinued this product only a few years after introducing it. Although the increased availability of more user-friendly digital video cameras in the early 2000s is the most probable reason behind Mattel's decision, it seems likely that the company may have also been responding to user criticism, discourse that mediates between manufacturers, retailers, and potential consumers. Nevertheless, Mattel seems to have recently reconfigured its approach with regard to mediamaking gear for girls via its introduction of the Barbie Karaoke Cam Music Video Maker. This product, though similar to the Barbie camcorder, capitalizes directly on young girls' interests in musical performance but does not risk alienating those invested in traditional femininity by foregrounding the technical practices involved in media production. In other words, girls can play at being spectacular vocalists without having to worry about the complicated equipment and practices that facilitate pop stardom in real life.
Daisy Rock Girl Guitars
Although I have been unable to trace the design of the Barbie camcorder to a specific person, the origin of Daisy Rock Girl Guitars has been made quite public by the company's president, Tish Ciravolo: she got the idea for designing a girl's guitar when her young daughter, Nicole, drew a daisy, and Tish, a musician, added a guitar neck and headstock to complete the picture. Seeing potential in their collaborative but rough illustration, Tish worked further on the design, ultimately presenting it to her husband, Michael. Also a musician and, more important, president of Schecter Guitar Research, Michael encouraged Tish to develop her design for his company. In 2000 Schecter began producing "girl-friendly" electric guitars under the Daisy Rock Girl Guitars label. 42 Daisy Rock has grown substantially since it was founded ten years ago. Although it split with Schecter in 2005, its guitars are currently available in more than twenty-five countries, and the company sold nearly twenty-five thousand guitars in 2008 alone. Daisy Rock guitars have received awards from the National Association of Music Merchants (NAMM) Foundation, and, in 2006, its first guitar was inducted into NAMM's Museum of Making Music. Important for understanding Daisy Rock's unique place and broad success in the musical instruments market, until quite recently, both acoustic and electric guitars have been primarily produced for adult male use. Although not explicitly gendered via color or iconography, the traditional figure eight shape of the guitar -which creates both low-and high-end tones and allows a seated player to rest the instrument comfortably on his or her thigh -is understood by many individuals to be an abstract representation of a woman's body. 43 Many male guitarists have complicated this common perception of the guitar's shape by arguing that, for them, this instrument functions as an extension of their bodies rather than as a gynopomorphized object. 44 That argument has been problematized, however, not only by female guitarists who do not configure the guitar in this manner but also by feminists who connect male guitar playing, especially electric guitar playing, to the exertion of patriarchal power and thus women's subjugation. As Bayton argues, for example, "The electric guitar, as situated within the masculinist discourse of rock, is virtually seen as an extension of the male body. This is always implicit and sometimes explicit, as when men mime masturbating with their 'axes.' " 45 It is for this reason that Waksman labels the electric guitar a "technophallus," arguing, like Bayton, that the masculinization of this instrument has been produced through male guitarists' sexualized performances, as well as through the electric guitar's primary association with loud, discordant music. 46 Although Waksman does not perform a gender analysis of electric guitar design, Bayton notes the difficulties that women may have in playing this instrument because of its design: "The electric guitar was designed for men, by men, and it has thereby functioned to exclude women." 47 Oddly, though Bayton discusses how wellendowed females find the flat backs of most guitars uncomfortable when playing, she does not address the typical complaints girls and women have about the male-oriented design of both electric and acoustic guitars: their necks are too thick, scales too long, and bodies too large and heavy for most females (and some males) to use comfortably. Since the mid-twentieth century, several manufacturers have designed smaller guitars for young novices, but most girls have found the features of even these guitars to be based on gendered assumptions about their users' size and strength. Hence by creating guitars that are scaled to young female bodies, Daisy Rock hopes to ensure that "every girl who wants to play guitar is welcomed and inspired to do so." 48 Moreover, it demonstrates the transferability and plasticity of the guitar as technophallus and thus its commitment to facilitating girls' participation in historically male-dominated structures of power.
To understand Daisy Rock's interest in producing electric guitars for girls, it is necessary to consider the emergence of the company in relation to the larger context of rock culture. Unlike most of the decades leading up to it, the 1990s were, to date, the heyday of female rock musicians, a phenomenon that was not lost on Daisy Rock founder Tish Ciravolo, a musician since high school. Several women-centered bands -including L7, Hole, and The Breeders -were signed to major record labels during this period, and it was the first time female youth gained a significant foothold in the rock world -and not just as consumers. Riot Grrrl, a feminist youth culture that developed in the early 1990s, was particularly significant in motivating a large number of girls to see themselves as cultural producers and thus to seize the roles, spaces, and technologies long dominated by males in the independent music scene.
Despite the increased involvement of girls in rock culture during the turn of the twenty-first century, Daisy Rock's designers must have felt that for female youth to be attracted to a musical instrument predominantly associated with men and masculinity, they would have to create a "girl-friendly" style that would go further than simply diminutive guitar size and weight. (Daisy Rock's short-scale models retail for $150 -$300, comparable to other lowend student guitars.) In this regard, the company seems to have taken its cue from successful manufacturers of girls' goods, like Mattel. Incorporating aesthetic features stereotypically associated with young girlhood, including the color pink, the company's original Daisy, Heartbreaker, and Butterfly series also mask their technology through the use of whimsical names and body shapes that are unconventional within rock culture. The girlish stylistic features of these original designs can be found also in Daisy Rock's various accessories, including guitar picks, straps, and gig bags, all of which privilege the color pink, as does the company's Web site. Interestingly, despite coming in other colors, the first Daisy Rock guitars advertised to girls in magazines such as Teen, Girls' Life, and Seventeen were pink.
The company's logo reveals a more complicated gender script, however. Consisting of a pink daisy surrounded by the words "Daisy Rock," which appear in an informal font, the logo primarily signifies girlish fun. Yet historically the term rock has been asso-ciated with male power, as has the dark purple coloring of the logo's text. Thus Daisy Rock's logo mixes traditional signifiers of femininity and masculinity, a strategy that can be found in its guitars' overall design if we look beyond superficial features. In fact, although Daisy Rock sugarcoats its guitar technology and accessories with traditional feminine aesthetics, much as other manufacturers have when trying to appeal to female youth, none of its guitars has any functional features that would encourage players to comport their bodies according to stereotypical femininity. Even the shortness of their guitar scales, a feature of all student guitars, is nongendered. Moreover, given that the nontraditional shapes of the Daisy, Heartbreaker, and Butterfly guitars typically result in player discomfort when sitting down, this aspect of their design has progressive potential since it encourages girls to stand up to play, a far more assertive bodily stance.
In contrast to Mattel's brief foray into girls' filmmaking equipment, Daisy Rock has continued to grow and thrive as a company since it sold its first instrument, thus offering an opportunity for analyzing the evolution of its design strategies. Daisy Rock's expansion has included the introduction of guitars for older teenage girls and adult women, such as the Stardust, Rock Candy, and Tomboy series, which retail in the $400 -$3,000 range. The introduction of such guitars is significant because it demonstrates Daisy Rock's commitment to provide instruments for females of various ages, not just preteens. Indeed, the company has consciously expanded the dimensions of its guitars' necks and bodies to keep up with girls' own developing bodies. Moreover, while none of the original Daisy Rock guitars have the inferior sound quality of toy guitars (in fact, many are used by adult musicians), these new guitar series are better crafted, produce better sounds, and thus facilitate the development of users' auditory sophistication.
Additionally, Daisy Rock's introduction of these new series demonstrates the company's awareness that girls' stylistic tastes change -or should change -over time. For instance, the Stardust, Rock Candy, and Tomboy series come in traditional guitar shapes as well as colors conventionally associated with masculinity, such as black, dark blue, and dark purple. They also include star-shaped neck inlays, rather than the daisy-shaped inlays found in the more youthful models. In other words, these new guitar designs provide teenage girls with an opportunity to transition out of the primarily feminized world of young girlhood by facilitating their engagement with some of the aesthetics historically privileged in rock culture. In this regard, the Tomboy series' name is most intriguing, for within Western cultures the tomboy figure has long signified the liminal stage of prepubescent girlhood, a period of considerable agency as well as gender and sexual fluidity before pubescent recuperation into heterosexual femininity. Nevertheless, for those players who prefer traditionally "feminine" features, the Stardust, Rock Candy, and Tomboy guitars can also be ordered with sparkle finishes and pastel colors.
Since 2007 Daisy Rock has been distributing its original Daisy, Heartbreaker, and Butterfly guitars under a new label, "Debutante," while reserving "Daisy Rock" for its newer designs for older females. 49 While some individuals unfamiliar with guitar technology may be disappointed by the company's continued sale of its original "girly" designs, I believe a more pressing concern is how the development of this new line has affected Daisy Rock's promotional discourse, which, in turn, might negatively impact young girls' engagements with musical styles historically dominated by men, such as rock. For instance, consider that Daisy Rock originally invited only hard-rocking women, like Ann and Nancy Wilson, to endorse its products. By privileging successful women performers whose musical style and instrument of choice have long been associated with males and masculinity, Daisy Rock's early marketing strategies worked to legitimize gender-bending for young female consumers bombarded with messages encouraging them to privilege femininity only. As Arlene Stein notes, such gender trouble has been rock culture's central attraction for nonconformist girls looking for an alternative to commercial girls' culture. 50 Nevertheless, Daisy Rock's strategy in this regard is not without problems. For example, by using female rockers to promote its early products, the company ignored the presence of female guitarists in genres more welcoming of their involvement, such as gospel, folk, country, and women's music, and thus risked reaffirming the very historical association of power and masculinity against which the company is working. 51 One nonrock genre that Daisy Rock no longer ignores is pop, a form of popular music in which many women have excelled. Nonetheless, it is troubling that Debutante's original featured artist is Miley Cyrus, who is not known as a talented guitar player, a primary criterion, one would think, for a guitar company's celebrity endorsers. 52 It is important to consider, therefore, the talents that Cyrus does have and how they might relate to Daisy Rock's business model. Famous for her acting and vocal talents, Cyrus has a cheerful and assertive public presence that is a positive model for a demographic group historically admonished to be "seen and not heard." Moreover, Cyrus's simultaneous occupation of the Hannah Montana and Miley Stewart roles in Hannah Montana (Disney Channel, US, 2006 -) highlights the performative and potentially playful aspects of identity and thus undermines traditional conceptions of subjectivity as stable. Still, this latter message works well within the commercial culture of television, which profits from consumers' identity play and taste uncertainty.
Yet it is Cyrus's roles as female TV actor and pop vocalist that seem most problematic for Daisy Rock's promotional discourse, for they help to reaffirm on several levels the traditional gender norms the company wants to subvert. On the one hand, acting is considered the most "feminized" of above-the-line roles in mediamaking as a result of its association with spectacle and the body, as well as its minimal involvement with technology and decision making. Those who act for television are often further "emasculated" as a result of TV's cultural positioning as the "low other" to film and other arts. Thus despite their role in media production, which remains male dominated, female TV actors, such as Cyrus, signify femininity in multiple ways.
On the other hand, given Daisy Rock's position as a guitar company, it is perhaps more appropriate to focus on Cyrus's role as a pop vocalist. As Lucy Green argues, female occupation of the vocalist position works to affirm femininity, since, like acting, it utilizes the body as instrument and does not require technological support -two characteristics that reinforce the traditional binary of female=nature/male=culture. 53 Moreover, within pop music especially, the role of vocalist privileges a spectacular, and often sexually objectified, display of the body as part of performance. Thus much like female actors working in film and television, female vocalists have been considered unthreatening within the male-dominated world of professional musicians and therefore have always massively outnumbered female instrumentalists. This phenomenon is true in both country, the genre with which Cyrus's family is most associated, and rock, even though the latter values instrumentalists (particularly guitarists) more than singers. 54 As a result of this gendering of musical roles, female youth have always had an extremely difficult time occupying other positions besides vocalist. Although many girls were encouraged to pick up guitars and drumsticks in the 1990s as a result of bands associated with Riot Grrrl, like Bratmobile and Bikini Kill, that trend was quickly defused as a result of the Spice Girls' quick dominance of the girl consumer market near the end of that decade. Composed of five young women vocalists, the Spice Girls were a pop act that twisted Riot Grrrl's radical "girl power" motto into a commercial slogan at the same time that they reproduced historical patterns of women's infantilization in popular culture. Following the Spice Girls' worldwide success, the cultural space that Riot Grrrl hoped to clear for young female rock musicians, especially instrumentalists, has been dominated by numerous pop vocalists, including Britney Spears, Hilary Duff, and Miley Cyrus, all of whom have contributed to the stereotypical notion that the proper place for girls is in front of, rather than in, the band. Hence much like the Barbie camcorder's promotional photos that encourage girls to be performers not cinematographers, Cyrus's endorsement of Daisy Rock's Debutante line paradoxically, and postfeministly, encourages girls' investments in music making at the same time that it reproduces for a new generation the gendered division of labor that has historically structured that field and powerfully restricted female contributions.
While Daisy Rock's use of Cyrus to endorse its guitars is certainly a concern, it is Daisy Rock's choice of the word Debutante for its new label that I find most disturbing. Debutante culture has changed in the past few decades as a result of women's common postponement of marriage until their twenties or thirties; however, the bourgeois and heteronormative values attached to it have not. What then are we to make of a line of electric guitars using this label, particularly one targeting pre teen girls, a demographic group too young to be referenced even by the now archaic term "subdebutantes"? 55 The term debutante clearly taps into preteens' aspirational desires as a result of its historical association with older girls. Yet I would argue also that Daisy Rock likely chose this term because, despite its gesture to a somewhat archaic culture, "debutante" still has very strong resonance in contemporary commercial culture, especially for young girls. After all, the most popular fairy tale among young girls today -Disney's Cinderella (dir. Clyde Geronimi, Wilfred Jackson, and Hamilton Luske, US, 1950) -is, at its heart, a debutante story: an upper-class girl gets dolled up to attend a formal dance with the aristocracy, meets an eligible bachelor, gets married, and lives happily ever after. Disney, of course, has made an enormous profit off of Cinderella over the past sixty years, and it has recently expanded its empire even further through synergistic practices that exploit all of its other debutante-like protagonists. Therefore we might consider how, by launching its Debutante label, Daisy Rock is joining the legions of manufacturers that are attempting to capitalize on young girls' strong investment in Disney's Princess line, a change in marketing strategy that may have been further facilitated when Disney teamed with Epiphone to create a Disney Princess electric guitar for girls.
Although I find Daisy Rock's recent promotion of debutante culture and pop stars like Cyrus problematic, particularly since they reinforce the ubiquitously feminized and class-conscious culture with which young girls already must contend, the company's other methods for inspiring more girl guitarists are, I believe, quite progressive and must be considered in any analysis of Daisy Rock's design and marketing strategies. I have already mentioned Daisy Rock's introduction of the new Stardust, Rock Candy, and Tomboy series, which facilitate teen girls' engagement with rock culture's historically "masculine" attributes. Importantly, this development has worked to reconfigure the company's original "girly" guitars as gateway, novice instruments out of which they will eventually grow and for which they will become too skilled, a far more progressive connotation than Daisy Rock's earlier suggestion that "one size fits all."
In addition, Tish Ciravolo has worked with Alfred Publishing to produce several guidebooks that teach girls basic guitar methods. 56 Sold alone, as well as in "starter packs" for novices that also include a Debutante guitar, an amplifier, a strap, a tuner, and picks, Daisy Rock's guidebooks are especially important for female youth who have no access to lessons or an informal learning community. Moreover, since these texts are specifically addressed to girls, they are likely far more inviting for that demographic than are traditional guitar guidebooks, which have long been written by and for males.
Daisy Rock has also been a generous sponsor of the various rock camps for girls that have sprung up across the US over the past decade. Misty McElroy founded the first of these camps, the Rock 'n' Roll Camp for Girls, in Portland, Oregon, in 2000. Since that time, girl-centered rock camps have been launched in several other cities in the US, England, Canada, and Sweden, thus leading to the recent formation of the international Girls Rock Camp Alliance. Like the girls-only film programs discussed above, these rock camps aim to provide female youth with a supportive environment in which to learn to play instruments long dominated by men and associated with masculinity. Largely inspired by Riot Grrrl's "girl power" message, the camps also provide a space where girls can develop physical and critical thinking skills that increase their confidence and assertiveness. In addition to sponsoring rock camps, Daisy Rock supports underprivileged girls through a scholarship program called Girls Rock, which allows them to participate in the coed DayJams Rock Music Day Camp, which was founded by the National Guitar Workshop.
Given these various endeavors, Daisy Rock's participation in the larger infrastructure developed to inspire and sustain girls' interest in playing guitars is extensive and to be commended. (I know of no such attempts on the part of Mattel with regard to girls' training in film production.) While the company's "feminizing" of guitar products for young girls is concerning, Daisy Rock has developed new designs that break with this trend of pinking-up boys' products for female youth. If we consider that these genderbent guitars are being learned and played by older girls who also have access to Daisy Rock's guidebooks, if not a girls' rock camp, the company has proven its commitment to being a major force in the broad, multi-organizational effort to get guitars into the hands of girls and to keep them playing . . . loudly.
Pink Governmentality
Since the Barbie camcorder and Daisy Rock guitars were introduced in the early 2000s, the amount of mediamaking gear for girls has increased tenfold in the US consumer market. Daisy Rock has expanded its original product line to include both acoustic guitars and electric basses for girls. In addition to the Karaoke Cam Music Video Maker mentioned above, Mattel's ever-popular Barbie line now includes toy computers and, perhaps because of Daisy Rock's success, musical instruments. Meanwhile, the everexpanding Disney Princess line includes a broad variety of media technologies for girls, including several toy laptops and various musical instruments. In the video field, several manufacturers have introduced digital video cameras for girls, including MGA Entertainment's Bratz Digital Video Camera and its stop-action animation Movie Making Set. 57 Daisy Rock's monopoly of girls' rock gear has also been upset recently, as Japanese toy manufacturer Sanrio has teamed up with Fender to produce a "Hello Kitty" guitar. 58 Manufacturers of these various products are clearly helping promote the idea that girls are capable of more than cooking and child care, if not promoting girls' mediamaking explicitly. Yet as is clear from even the briefest of glances at these products, designers of mediamaking gear for girls continue to hold fairly stereotypical assumptions about girls' tastes, not to mention about the type of gender identity girls privilege, or should privilege, . . . which brings us back to pink.
Throughout my work on this project, I have been struggling with how best to make sense of the prominent use of pink in production equipment made for female youth, particularly for younger girls. Like many feminists, my political beliefs lead me to be wary of this color, particularly when used in consumer products, for it has functioned as a prominent signifier of patriarchal heterosexual femininity since at least the mid-twentieth century. Penny Sparke was one of the first feminist scholars to comment critically on the use of pink, connecting it to the modern socialization of girls: "Linked with the idea of female childhood, [pink] represented the emphasis on distinctive gendering that underpinned 1950s society, ensuring that women were women and men were men. Gendering had to start at an early age and parents were the key role models. The use of pink in the home emphasized the essential femininity of girls and women and showed daughters that their mothers both understood this and wished them to recognize the distinctiveness of their gender as well." 59 Facilitated by the pink aisles of contemporary toy and other retail stores, this process continues in many US homes today.
Nevertheless, I recognize and applaud the recent efforts of some groups to reclaim pink as a positive signifier. Breast cancer awareness activists clearly do this with their pink ribbon, as does Code Pink, the women-centered peace organization. Given its progressive agenda, we might even read Daisy Rock's use of pink as a subversive gesture within the historically male-dominated, masculinist arena of rock culture. Perhaps the most radical recuperation of pink, however, has been in relation to the pink triangle. Once used by Nazis to identify homosexuals, the pink triangle's original connotations of deviance and persecution were powerfully reconfigured as pride and empowerment in the 1990s by gays and lesbians.
Yet as the explicit choice of this color by these various adultorganized groups makes clear, pink is not a neutral color to which we can freely ascribe whatever meaning we want. Pink's signifying power has been so cemented over the past half century that it is very difficult to associate it with anything other than females and femininity, which may be one of the reasons the gender-troubling queer community now uses the rainbow as its primary symbol. In fact, I cannot think of another color that carries such singular significatory weight. To borrow from Roland Barthes, pink has entered into the realm of mythology, a regressive form of signification that works to maintain the status quo. 60 While this color was somewhat neutral in value when it was employed to signify only natural objects, such as flowers and sunlight, pink's ubiquitous use as a signifier of female-ness and femininity over the past fifty years means that it now operates on a secondary level of signification that upholds gender essentialism and, more broadly, heterocentric patriarchy. In other words, pink's micropolitics as a disciplinary technology are intrinsically connected to the macropolitics of social control.
So while adults might reappropriate pink for political purposes or merely to make an ironic or kitschy consumerist statement, we must be mindful that young girls rarely have the cognitive ability or cultural capital to appreciate the unconventional meanings adults intend to create via their use of this color. More important, unlike older women, young girls rarely have the opportunity to choose other colors with which to identify. 61 As JeongMee Yoon powerfully demonstrates in photographs of children's bedrooms for her "Pink and Blue Project," today's girls, especially those under the age of thirteen, are virtually drowning in the tidal wave of pink products manufactured for their demographic. 62 With this in mind, I am doubtful that, in the foreseeable future, pink will be successfully détourned and repositioned as positive to the same broad degree that have other abject signifiers, such as "queer."
At the same time, however, as I hope to have made clear by considering the other design features used in mediamaking gear for girls, we need to look beyond color when analyzing the gendering of technology. Indeed, it is the functional design of and promotional discourse for such gear that deserve more attention since they have perhaps the greatest effect on girls' uses of such products. While Mattel seems disinterested in moving away from the traditional notions of young girlhood inscribed into its products' aesthetic, functional, and marketing designs, Daisy Rock uses a pink sugarcoating in its products' superficial features and promotional discourse as a lure to get girls interested in playing rock instruments. Its electric guitars and basses reveal no feminization in the design of their functional features. Moreover, Daisy Rock's development of less "girly" guitars for older female youth is a progressive design strategy that other manufacturers of girloriented goods should follow and feminist scholars and activists must advocate.
Conclusion
My project thus far has been to analyze the gender discourses that designers of mediamaking gear for girls inscribe into such products. Yet I seem to have just as many questions now as I did when I started. While some of those are on the macro level and concern the broader social and cultural effects of such technology, many others are on the micro level and are related to girls' everyday interactions with these products. For example, which girls are engaging with the Barbie camcorder and Daisy Rock guitars, and why? Where have girls used such gear, and with whom? What cultural artifacts are girls producing with this technology, and who is privy to their creations? Are such girl-made media reproducing hegemonic forms of identity? Are girls using such technology to resist or subvert those forms?
These are just some of the questions I hope to unpack as I continue my research on mediamaking gear for girls and their young female users, for it is essential that those of us interested in the design of technology talk to users themselves to determine the various ways they interact with such gear, as well as the effects of that interaction on both the users and the technology. As Nelly Oudshoorn and Trevor Pinch argue, "Of course, there may be one dominant use of a technology, or a prescribed use, or a use that confirms the manufacturer's warranty, but there is no one essential use that can be deduced from the artifact itself." 63 At the same time, Michael de Certeau points us to the political stakes of analyzing user practices:
If it is true [as Foucault argues] that the grid of "discipline" is everywhere becoming clearer and more extensive, it is all the more urgent to discover how [one] resists being reduced to it, what popular procedures . . . manipulate the mechanisms of discipline and conform to them only in order to evade them, and finally, what "ways of operating" form the counterpart, on the consumer's . . . side, of the mute processes that organize the establishment of socioeconomic order.
These "ways of operating" constitute the innumerable practices by means of which users reappropriate the space organized by techniques of sociocultural production. 64 Semiotic and functional analyses of the gender scripts employed in technological design provide us with much information on designers' assumptions about products' intended users. Certainly, interviewing such designers would help us understand those assumptions even better. Yet it is only by talking with girls who are using mediamaking gear designed for their demographic group that we will be able to understand fully the various ways female youth actually engage with such technology and thus how they use the discourses of gender encoded into such products to explore their own identities. Only then will we be able to comprehend how such technologies and the girls who use them are mutually constructive.
Notes
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Persian chartar and Spanish guitarra -precursors to the modern guitar -also had a figure eight body shape. Interestingly, electric guitars now come in virtually every shape imaginable; however, acoustic guitars -like violins, cellos, and basses -have retained the figure eight shape. 57. In contrast to the promotional discourse for the Barbie camcorder, the commercial for the Bratz Movie Making Set encourages girls to act as cinematographers holding the camera and setting up shots. Nevertheless, the subjects the girls are encouraged to film -the Bratz dolls and themselves performing as pop stars -are in keeping with traditional discourses of girlhood and femininity. Interestingly, in the commercial, an African American girl wearing a blue shirt acts as filmmaker, while an Asian American girl wearing a pink top and tiara poses alongside the dolls being filmed. All other girls are white and perform in front of the camera. 
